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Introduction
Examiners were privileged to see some really excellent work from some extremely well 
prepared candidates.  

There were no dead marks and there was little evidence of candidates failing to complete 
the paper.

There were the usual problems with written communication such as the inappropriate use of 
chemical terms like molecule, ion  and atom.

Question 12 (a) (i)

Almost all candidates gained the mark here. The correct sign was required. Correct units 
should also be given, though on this occasion their absence was not penalised.
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Question 12 (a) (ii)

This was a very discriminating question. A significant number of candidates scored only 
1 or 2 marks  and very few scored all 4 . A common problem was failure to read part or 
parts of the question sufficiently carefully. The hardest mark to achieve was the fourth for 
appreciating that substitution reactions maintain the stable delocalised system.

The candidate has failed to read the first part of the 
question carefully  and failed to do the calculation. 

Their bonding description is insufficient and they have 
failed to discuss the type of reactions (substitution). 

Examiner Comments

Read the question carefully

Examiner Tip
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This is a better answer – notice how the candidate has related 
their calculation to the stability of the structure, and correctly 
explained how the bonding influences the reactions. The 
description of the bonding is the only weakness – the type of 
electrons (-p electrons) delocalised needs to be mentioned.

Examiner Comments

It is important to mention atomic orbitals which combine 
to give molecular orbitals when discussing bonds.

Examiner Tip
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Question 12 (b) (i)
Most candidates gained full credit here. A few gave hydrochloric acid instead of either of the 
correct answers. A common problem was to omit the term 'concentrated'.

The common problem!

Examiner Comments
Remember conditions as well as reactants 
when learning Organic reactions.

Examiner Tip

This is an excellent answer, but the oxidation 
states are unnecessary. 

Examiner Comments

Only give extra information if you are 
sure it is correct.

Examiner Tip
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Question 12 (b) (ii)

This was answered correctly by a majority of the candidates. Recognisable spellings were 
accepted but be warned examiners will not always be so lenient. 

Question 12 (b) (iii)

Candidates are generally good at this. Many gained full credit. The common error was 
poor drawing of curly arrows or the delocalisation in the intermediate. The arrow to the 
electrophile needs to start from the inner circle of the hexagon. The arrow showing the 
breaking of the carbon-hydrogen bond must go from the bond, and not the hydrogen, into 
the ring.

This was the most common wrong response.

Examiner Comments
It is important to know the types of reagent and 
the types of reaction in Organic reactions.

Examiner Tip

An excellent answer.

Examiner Comments

Try to present mechanisms as clearly as this.

Examiner Tip
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The candidate has been fortunate to be given 
a consequential mark for attack on a negative 
ion, notice how the arrows in the final step are 
completely wrong.

Examiner Comments

Remember that curly arrows represent 
the movements of electrons.

Examiner Tip
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Question 12 (b) (iv)

The marks here were equally distributed. Many knew neither the structural formula nor the 
name. The bond from a benzene ring must be drawn to the sulfur, and the hydrogen must 
be attached to oxygen not sulfur, in the formula. 

This is a case of incorrect additional information. The second 
formula was perfectly satisfactory as a structural formula, 
but the incorrect bond to sulfur in the first costs a mark.

Examiner Comments

Check answers to ensure they are fully correct.

Examiner Tip
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Question 12 (c) (i)

About half the candidates scored 2 marks. The first mark was most discriminating. In both 
compounds it is the non-bonding electrons on the oxygen that are delocalized into the ring.

Here the candidate has made a correct statement about the 
methyl group but failed to realise that it would need to be 
directly attached to the benzene ring.

Examiner Comments

Look at the formulae given in questions carefully.

Examiner Tip
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Question 12 (c) (ii)

There was an equal distribution of marks between candidates in the answers to this 
question. The product with bromine water is the tribromo compound, so mono or 
dibromination cost a mark. Care was needed with the number of hydrogens in the formula 
for the organic product. The other product, HBr was often forgotten.

Water was ignored, and the position of the bond 
from the ring was not penalised on this occasion.

Examiner Comments

This reaction does not involve water.

Examiner Tip

Both product formulae are fine, but HBr 
has been forgotten.

Examiner Comments

Do not forget the inorganic products 
in organic reactions.

Examiner Tip
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Question 12 (d)

Less than half of the candidates gained full credit, with equal numbers on 1 and 0. The 
catalyst was well known. The organic chemical was the discriminator.

Question 13 (a)

Only a relatively small fraction of candidates gained full credit, with many scoring 0. 

This apparently simple reaction always seems to give difficulties. Ammonia and amines are 
not sufficiently familiar to many. Organic products which had lost hydrogen were common. 
More understandable was failure to balance for hydrogen and chlorine.

A fully correct answer.

Examiner Comments

An excellent fully correct answer.

Examiner Comments
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Question 13 (b) (i)

Most candidates gave a sensible colour from their experience of nickel compounds.

Question 13 (b) (ii)

It is important to recognise that the entropy change of the system is positive due to the 
increase in the number of particles. The term ‘molecules’ was often used incorrectly.

This balances for neither chlorine or hydrogen. 

Examiner Comments

Check equations balance.

Examiner Tip

This answer demonstrates both the use of 
incorrect language - 'molecules' - and total 
confusion about the driving effect of entropy.

Examiner Comments

It is important to appreciate the driving 
force behind chelated complexes, and to 
use correct chemical terms.

Examiner Tip
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Question 13 (b) (iii)

The majority of candidates were correct here. Those who failed to score were insufficiently 
succinct in their responses. The terms ‘rotate’, and ‘plane’ were often omitted. 

See how the term 'molecules' is used correctly here in 
an excellent, well-reasoned response.

Examiner Comments

A good answer.

Examiner Comments
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This is insufficient. The word 'effect' needs 
to be explained.

Examiner Comments

Learn that chiral compounds rotate the plane 
of plane-polarized light.

Examiner Tip
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Question 13 (c)

Many candidates scored over half marks on this question. The first two parts were rarely 
answered incorrectly. A small number of candidates could not draw the amide link in part 
(i) and a very small number gave ’addition’ in part (ii). The last part was discriminating, 
many gave only one force with a description; those giving all three often gave inadequate 
explanations. In this type of question it is important to relate the explanation to the 
compound.

Part (i) is fine, (ii) is a rare wrong answer. In the last part,  
London forces do not mention the large number of electrons, 
the term pdpd was not acceptable and the polarity of C=O 
was not mentioned. The hydrogen bond description is also 
inadequate but it does mention nitrogen. For so many near 
misses the candidate has been given 1 mark. 

Examiner Comments

Practice applying your knowledge of 
intermolecular forces to new organic 
molecules.

Examiner Tip
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The first to parts are fine, though strictly 2n-1 mol 
of HCl form, but this was not penalised on this 
occasion. In the last part there is no reference to 
the large number of electrons, nor is it clear to 
which atom the hydrogen bonds form. 

Examiner Comments

Answer the question as fully as possible.

Examiner Tip
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Question 14
This question was challenging for weaker candidates but despite failing on the early parts 
those who persevered found they could still do well on the later parts.

There are several ways of carrying out the calculation in part (i), but the most popular was 
to find the numbers of moles and masses of carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen and hence find 
the mass and number of moles of oxygen by subtraction from the mass of the compound. 
In part (b) the working  12 x 4 + 1 x 8 etc. needed to be shown. In part (c)(i) there was 
often confusion about the significance of the tests. For example ninhydrin was thought to be 
a test for an amine.  Part (c)(ii) asked for a displayed formula which means all atoms and 
bonds must be shown. Part (c)(iii) was only given correctly by the best candidates.
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In part (a) the candidate has successfully calculated the 
masses of hydrogen and carbon for 2 marks, and then 
forgets that nitrogen is diatomic. They get a transferred 
error for calculating their correct number of moles of 
oxygen, but put the wrong number of moles of hydrogen in 
their formula so score 3 overall. However, they have shown 
correct working from their formula in (b) so get a further 
transferred error mark. They score the mark in (c)(i) for 
ninhydrin as a test for an amino acid. Part (c)(ii) is correct 
with both names given correctly – had one been wrong the 
mark would have been lost. They manage the difficult to 
score last mark.

Examiner Comments

It is worth persevering, even after 
an error early in a question.

Examiner Tip
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In (a) the candidate has successfully calculated 
the masses of hydrogen and carbon for 2 marks, 
then forgets that nitrogen is diatomic. They 
get a transferred error for calculating their 
correct number of moles of oxygen and their 
correct formula. There is no working in (b) so no 
credit. In (c)(i) they score the mark in (c)(i) for 
ninhydrin as a test for an amino acid but only 
get 1 mark for the next statement as it is not 
made clear whether the acid or alkali reacts with 
the amino group. Part (ii) is correct. 

Examiner Comments

Try to make a specific point to score each 
mark in a question with more than one mark.

Examiner Tip
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Question 15 (a) (i)

This was correctly answered by most candidates. Wrong answers were usually manganate 
ions.

Question 15 (a) (ii)

The majority of candidates scored at least 1 mark with many giving fully correct answers. 
Often candidates were distracted into referring to gas adsorption but still managed to get 
the more general aspects of catalytic activity.

A fully corrrect answer.

Examiner Comments

This answer is not quite enough. It misses the important 
final point that the rate of successful collisions increases.

Examiner Comments

Answer each question as fully as possible.

Examiner Tip
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Question 15 (a) (iii)

A majority of candidates gained no credit. Many described and explained heterogeneous 
catalysis.

An excellent answer.

Examiner Comments

This is probably the most important aspect 
of homogeneous catalysis in the course.

Examiner Tip

Heterogeneous catalysis is being described.

Examiner Comments

Underline key words in the question 
like heterogeneous.

Examiner Tip
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Question 15 (b) (i)

One mark was available for simply giving the appropriate oxidation states of manganese, 
many did not do this. Poor language cost others – it was necessary to say that the same 
element is oxidised and reduced in the same reaction in disproportionation.

The term 'atom' is inappropriate and fails to 
score the second mark.

Examiner Comments

Take care in using chemical terms.

Examiner Tip
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Question 15 (b) (ii)

Good candidates often gained full credit here. But there was much confusion shown by 
many weaker candidates. However, the first mark, for stating that the second equilibrium 
shifts to the left, was commonly awarded. 

This is the typical one mark response.

Examiner Comments Notice that electrode potential is not 
mentioned though it is clearly part of the 
question. Read the question twice.

Examiner Tip

Though cryptic in parts this answer 
covers the essential points.

Examiner Comments

Do not be discouraged from trying to 
express some of the more complex 
principles of the course.

Examiner Tip
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Question 15 (c) (i)
 
Most candidates were successful. Wrong answers were hydrogen and, strangely but 
frequently, potassium hydroxide!

Question 15 (c) (ii)

Like part (i) this involved working with two half equations in the passage. Many responses 
were fully correct. Of those scoring 1 mark, the common errors were to include water or 
hydroxide ion on both sides of the equation, or to lose a negative charge.

This is the correct equation but it has been reversed.

Examiner Comments

Always check answers to see if the question 
asked has been answered.

Examiner Tip
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Question 15 (c) (iii)

Very few candidates clearly identified the risk and hazard by naming them, which may be 
penalised in future. One mark answers often failed to recognise that sodium hydroxide is 
corrosive (saponifying the skin), or that it damages the eye (attacking the cornea), but 
realised that gloves and safety glasses were needed.

A correct answer - it would have been even better if the 
corrosive nature of sodium hydroxide had been recognised as 
the hazard and the wearing of gloves to minimise the risk.

Examiner Comments

Understand the terms hazard and risk.

Examiner Tip

This is incorrect. Certain medical conditions require 
bathing in a solution of potassium manganate(VII)!

Examiner Comments

Strong alkali is at least 
as hazardous as strong acid.

Examiner Tip
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Question 15 (d)

A majority of candidates did not score and very few achieved full marks. Sodium hydroxide 
gained one mark provided it was not given with an acid which was quite common. The need 
for a soluble manganese salt was not known. 

An unfortunate slip which cost a mark.

Examiner Comments

Always check answers.

Examiner Tip

This is how most candidates scored 1 mark.

Examiner Comments

Think what would be written on the bottle 
of the reagent.

Examiner Tip
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Question 15 (e) (i)

On this question very few candidates scored both marks. The first mark required a triple 
bond between the carbon and the nitrogen. If that was correct then a mark was awarded 
for the two lone pairs of electrons. Few realised that the negative charge meant an extra 
electron was present.

A good answer.

Examiner Comments
A negative charge means an extra 
electron is present.

Examiner Tip

A rather weak 1 mark answer.

Examiner Comments

It is best to draw the atoms separately first with their 
correct number of outer shell electrons, then proceed 
to draw the dot and cross diagram for the molecule.

Examiner Tip
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Question 15 (e) (ii)
Almost half the candidates received full credit. Those who scored only 1 mark 
usually omitted to mention which lone pair of electrons formed the dative covalent bond.

Question 15 e) (iii)

An easy question at the end, one which most candidates were successful.

A typical 1 mark answer.

Examiner Comments
Try to be as specific as possible - which 
lone pair of electrons?

Examiner Tip

This candidate does not understand 
the term ligand.

Examiner Comments

Learn the precise meaning of 
chemical terms. 

Examiner Tip
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Paper Summary

The multiple choice section proved accessible to all but the less able candidates; a score of 
11-12 was typical for Grade E grade candidates and 16 for Grade A candidates.

Arene chemistry seems to be well learned by able candidates and even less able candidates 
could gain 8-9 marks on this question (12).

For some candidates, questions 13 and especially 14 proved most testing, but there were 
parts of these questions and of question 15 that they did quite well.

Question 14 proved a good discriminator for able candidates.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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